Advanced Inspection Services for Refining

Remote visual inspection is a critical tool to maintain and improve equipment reliability and PSM compliance in the refining industry. A robust inspection program can reduce the cost of downtime on your most critical assets, so you can make informed decisions, identify impending problems and avoid unplanned incidents before they occur.

**Inspection Applications:**
- Cat Cracker / Coker / Alky
- Turbine / generator inspections
- Loose parts retrieval
- Condensers
- Feed water headers
- Pressure vessels and tanks
- Flare stack
- Underground sewer lines
- Furnace tube inspections
- Heat exchangers
- Boiler tube and header inspections
- Sanitary and process sewer
- Process piping
- Fin fans
- Reactors / Regenerators

**Certifications and Capabilities:**
- Basic Plus & site specific trainings
- Extensive safety trainings
- Intrinsically safe equipment and services
- Elevated temperature capabilities
- Advanced measurement and reporting software MDI

**Contact Us:**
**East**
888.566.5848

**South**
888.848.5665

**West / Midwest**
800.566.5848

**Canada**
877.895.5665